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Inspire 
Productivity



WE CREATE UNIQUE 
DESIGN EXPERIENCES 
THAT MATTER

When the going gets tough, BE CREATIVE!

We create smart spaces that deliver exceptional quality of work.
Our creative machines are working tirelessly on designing some of
the most wondrous properties that leave an everlasting impact on
minds. Assessing the scenario in versatile perceptions we can say
we have creatively impacted the lives of people with our interior
design solutions. 

In the current scenario, we wish that everyone is safe at home and
taking utmost precautions in these difficult times. This newsletter
edition inspires home office designs and aspire productivity and
success while working from home.
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FLIPNOTE

NEHA SINGH
Head - Marketing

With a rise in new COVID strain and
another lockdown imposed in the
country we ensure that we deliver the
best and with utmost safety. Most
Indian corporates expect the ongoing
pandemic to influence the direction
of their real estate strategy over the
next 3 years and increase in quantum
of their real estate space
requirements. Occupiers are looking
at offices to boost employee
wellbeing, collaboration, and talent
attraction that's where our design
methods step in by adding character
and promoting the visual appeal of a
space. Flipspaces has always been
agile to these changes and respond
with relevant solutions which creates
new business opportunities. Fighting
the new strain, we wish all our
employees, clients and partners are
safe during these tough times. 



“The details are not the details, they make the design.”
- Charles Eames



We have launched VizTown, India’s leading
PropTech solution to simplify space planning,
property visualization and design process powered
by proprietary virtual technology. We help real
estate companies and property owners in their
marketing and sales process by making the entire
property search process seamless, virtual and
augmented.

FLIPGLOBAL

http://viztown.in/

http://www.viztown.in/


SPACE PLANNING

VISUALISATION

WEB MERCHANDISING

DESIGN & BUILD

EXPERIENCE CENTER

Technology enabled space planning and 
test fit out services

3-D Visualization of built out space and 
VR enabled photo-realistic walkthrough

Comprehensive web brochure with tech-specs, 
photos and tech-enabled visualizations acting 
as a one stop web brochure for the property

Single point of contact for integrated interior 
design and contracting services

Exclusive Experience Centre set-up at the 
sales gallery with touch enabled interactive screen

Powering Real Estate Ecosystem



“Your home should tell the story of who you are, and
be a collection of what you love”

- Nate Berkus

https://www.nateberkus.com/interiors/


Shivarth - THE ACE is an iconic mixed use
commercial office and retail development located in
one of the most sought after neighborhoods, Sindhu
Bhavan Road in Ahmedabad. It offers luxurious
retail spaces on Ground, first and second floors and
modern workspaces upto 10th floor specially
designed for leading corporate houses, software
majors and IT enabled service companies.

FLIPPARTNER

SHIVARTH THE ACE



Godrej Two in Vikhroli (East), Central Mumbai
suburbs by Godrej Properties is a commercial
project. The project is spread over a total area of 2.78
acres of land. Godrej Two has a total of 1 tower. The
construction is of 15 floors and is the ideal choice for
big corporates, MNCs and commercial businesses.

FLIPPARTNER

GODREJ TWO



Salarpuria Dominion is a Grade A property
developed and maintained by Sattva Group. It is
located in Race Course Road, Bangalore in the CBD.
The project was built in 2008 with a total built up
area of 41,000 sq ft. It has excellent in-house
parking. The A grade property offers spacious and
skilfully designed commercial office space. 

FLIPPARTNER

SALARPURIA SATTVA DOMINION

https://www.sattvagroup.in/bengaluru/commercial-projects/salarpuria-sattva-dominion/


ATS Bouquet Sector 132 Noida is spread over 7.5
acres of land and offers premium office spaces with 3
towers only. The height of 3 towers is G+14 with
double basement. The minimum size of office space
starts from 805 sqft. ATS Bouquet is located at
Sector 132 Noida Expressway. It is easily accessible
from Noida Expressway which connects Delhi and
Greater Noida.

FLIPPARTNER

ATS BOUQUET

https://www.sattvagroup.in/bengaluru/commercial-projects/salarpuria-sattva-dominion/


“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” 
- Leonardo da Vinci



FLIPDELIVERED

BHARATPE



“A room should feel collected, not decorated”
- Elsie de Wolfe



Do share your stories, 
comments and feedback

marketing@flipspaces.com 
which we will incorporate in the next issue


